
  

FABER AT KBIS 2018 IN ORLANDO, AMERICA’S TOP FURNITURE 
EXPO  

 
Faber, the leading name in kitchen hoods, will be presenting its latest models at America’s 

top kitchen and bathroom show until Thursday 11 January  
 

Milan, January 2018. Faber, the Italian company that invented the kitchen hood back in 1955, will 
be at the 2018 edition of KBIS in Orlando, Florida, America’s top kitchen and bathroom 
furniture expo for over 50 years. 
 
Faber will be at stand W901 of the KBIS expo until Thursday 11 January. The show provides a 
perfect opportunity for Faber to present its top 2018 models to operators on the important 
American market for the first time ever. On display will be the latest finishes of Chloé, Faber’s 
modern interpretation of the country hood, T- Light, the inverted ‘T’ hood available in island and 
wall versions, and the timeless classic Swift, a built-in hood with modern styling.  
Also unveiled at the show will be the Dark Grey and Country Grey finishes of Chloé, two elegant 
new shades that highlight the hood’s clean, essential lines. T-Light will be making its appearance 
in Matt White, a colour chosen to enhance the luminosity of a hood that is an excellent choice for 
all styles of kitchen thanks to clean, elegant lines and LED lighting. 
  
Faber is a synonym for technology and energy saving as well as style. The company’s stand at 
KBIS will be exhibiting a series of major innovations designed to reduce consumption and improve 
the quality of air in the kitchen. One example is Steam Off System, exclusive Faber technology 
that uses air in two ways to eliminate the problem of condensation in the kitchen. While the hood is 
functioning, helical and variable geometry jets of air are injected into the flow to create vortices that 
improve updraft and the effectiveness of fume and steam capture. 
 
 
 
 
FABER:  
First formed in 1955 to process plastics and synthetic resins, Faber began producing kitchen hoods in 1958. The first ever Faber hood was made from 
Plexiglas. This was the beginning of what has since become the “Fabriano hood manufacturing zone”. Passion and commitment to objectives allowed 
Faber to acquire a growing number of production facilities and expand from a small local company into a European and eventually a global industry. Active 
on four continents and with factories in Italy, Sweden, France, Argentina, Turkey, India and Mexico plus sales offices in Russia and the USA, Faber is one 

of the largest hood manufacturers in the world today. The Faber Group is industry leader in Italy, where one hood in two is a Faber hood. The company 
sells hoods on the international market under its own brand and under the names of local market leaders. As a result of continuous internationalisation and 
eagerness to take on new challenges, Faber today is a member of the Franke Group, the Swiss leader in kitchen systems. In 2016, Faber implemented a 
major rebranding. The new tagline, “Air Matters”, emphasises the company’s long-standing mission: to develop appliances capable to transforming air, 
optimising comfort and creating a new way of life in the kitchen. 
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